
Instructional Integration
NEW Wonders Integration
Customers using Wonders and Achieve3000 Literacy can 
now take advantage of paired reading texts! Teachers in 
grades 2-6 can now use the Wonders lesson collection to 
connect Achieve3000 Literacy lessons to Wonders reading 
texts. The alignment document also provides discussion 
questions to support class conversations and connect the two 
texts. Available: Now

More WordStudio Lessons for Grades 6-12 
The amazing WordStudio collection continues with a new 
set of lessons focused on reading comprehension. Targeting 
foundational literacy skills for secondary students, this phase
of the project will contain 26 lessons addressing nine reading 
comprehension strategies such as making predictions and 
inferences, context clues, main idea and details, text structure, 
and textual evidence. Available: Starting in late August

Amazing Short Stories for Grades 9-12 
These short stories align to state and Common Core high 
school fiction literacy standards, providing rich opportunities 
for high school students to explore and analyze figurative and 
connotative meanings, text structures, complex characters, 
and other literary elements. Each story contains a set of 
teacher materials to facilitate guided instruction and teacher-
led discussions. Available: Now

Stay Current with the Headlines Collection 
Customers have been asking for more current event articles 
and also want them to include activity questions. Our new 
Current Events channel—2022 Headlines—is the answer! 
Each lesson features a timely news article followed by four 

activity questions at every level. Many of these lessons will 
also include a graphic or video component. Available: Now 
and published monthly

Support Instruction with WordStudio for 
Grades 2-5 
Due to the overwhelming popularity of our WordStudio 
secondary lessons, we’re extending the series to elementary 
students this year. Modeled after the secondary content, 
the components will include phonics, word analysis, reading 
comprehension, and fluency and follow the scope and 
sequence from grades 2-5. Lessons will also include teacher-
led video components. Available: Lessons will be released 
on a rolling basis later in the fall

Equity, Engagement, and Growth
Explore Career Options with NEW Career 
Center Videos 
To help students learn more about careers of interest, we’ve 
added 75 new videos to the Career Center! These engaging 
videos help students to hear from someone working in 
that field before learning more about the academic and 
Lexile requirements for that position. Available: Now

Keep Students Focused with NEW Dashboard
Our new, student-focused dashboard puts the information 
students need right at their fingertips! This redesign of 
the student home page increases personalization and 
engagement by bringing lesson and goal-tracking information 
front and center. It also draws students’ attention to key 
areas such as My Messages (Notifications/Email), My Lessons 
Lessons (Favorites, Lesson Completion, Scores), and My 
Scoreboard (Lexile Tracker, Points/Achievements). 
Available: Now
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Expanding Toolbar Use with Enhanced Options
As we continue to enhance and improve the toolbar options 
available to students, this school year we’re excited to 
announce that the strikeout and highlighting tools will be 
available for use in the Instruction panel for students. This 
allows them to take advantage of these tools while working 
with multiple-choice questions, a desired test-taking skill 
that teachers have requested. In addition, there are more 
languages available for both text (now 105 languages) and 
audio support (now 29 languages), supporting students 
from diverse language backgrounds. This release also 
improves toolbar compatibility with iPads. Available: Now 

Improved Progress Monitoring to 
Support Emerging Readers 
We’re taking a new path to support students previously 
identified as developing readers. For the upcoming school 
year, all students, regardless of Lexile level, will be eligible 
for monthly Lexile adjustments. Students with a Lexile score 
of 50L or below will be identified as Emerging Readers, 
indicated by an icon on key reports. As these students work 
towards improving their reading skills, the system will adjust 
the text complexity as needed throughout the school year 
without waiting for an additional LevelSet assessment. All 
students will also see a Lexile Tracker on their home page in 
the My Scoreboard panel on their dashboard. Available: Now

Hear from Students with Star Ratings 
Students can now provide direct feedback about the lessons 
they have read using the new star rating system. Students can 
share their reactions to the content while providing valuable 
information to teachers and our content development teams 
about their interests and reading preferences. 
Available: September 

Bring Careers into Focus with the NEW 
My Future Dashboard Tab 
We’re making the Career Center a bigger focus for students 
by moving it into the new student dashboard. Now, students 
can more easily access the Career Center, tracking their top 
career, watching candid career videos, and exploring all the 
career options available to them. Students click the My Future 
tab in the dashboard to access all these amazing features. 
Available: September

Flexibility
Stay Connected with Customizable 
Class Announcements 
Teachers will now be able to create customizable messages 
that will display on the student home page. Messages can 
contain links and other useful information to help students 
feel connected in any type of learning environment. 
Available: Now 

Frictionless Integration
Ensure a More Accurate Placement for LevelSet  
Placing students in the correct version of the LevelSet 
assessment is one of the best ways to ensure an accurate 
result. The LevelSet Locator Test presents students with a 
few initial assessment items to help place them in the proper 
version of the LevelSet assessment. Seamless to students, 
these first few items help reduce the overall testing time 
and help ensure an effective and efficient testing session. 
Available: Now

Manage LevelSet Administration More 
Efficiently with NEW Scheduling Tools
We’re putting LevelSet scheduling right into the hands of 
teachers, district and school administrators. Our new LevelSet 
scheduling tool allows administrators to manage dates, 
control who can revise assessment dates, and more easily 
reset students’ assessments as needed. Available: Now

Monitor Progress with Interactive Lexile Data 
The Data Center is the primary tool to help teachers 
monitor student progress and the health of their classroom 
implementation. To support teachers in their everyday work, 
we’ve enhanced the Lexile data in the Class Overview tab of 
the Data Center. Now, teachers can click on the Lexile score 
spark line to view detailed Lexile data for that specific student 
across the school year. The initial release will include a Lexile 
tracker with an interactive legend. Additional features will be 
released during the course of the school year. 
Available: Now 

Zoom in on Data with Customizable Display 
To help teachers customize the information displayed on 
the Class Overview tab of the Data Center, we’re releasing 
a new tool allowing them to show or hide specific columns. 
This will be incredibly useful for helping teachers focus on the 
information they need and sharing relevant information with 
students and parents. Available: Fall

For more information, visit achieve3000.com or call 800-838-8771.


